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3PAR ANNOUNCES SUPPORT FOR VMWARE
VSPHERE™ 4 AND ENGINEERING
COLLABORATION TO INCREASE
SCALABILITY OF CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURES
London, UK, 21st April 2009--3PAR® (NYSE: PAR), the leading global provider of utility
storage, today announced compatibility of 3PAR InServ® Storage Servers with VMware’s
recently-announced VMware vSphere 4™, the industry’s first operating system for building
the internal cloud. In addition to listing 3PAR InServ Storage Servers on the VMware
Hardware Compatibility List (HCL) for VMware vSphere 4, 3PAR and VMware invest in joint
engineering projects to bring greater innovation to the market, as exemplified by the VMware
vStorage initiative and the recently released adaptive queuing technology which became
available in VMware Infrastructure 3.5 and is also included in VMware vSphere 4.
The combination of 3PAR Utility Storage and VMware vSphere 4 will allow customers to
build next-generation cloud infrastructures in order to realise the promise of IT as a Service.
With cloud-like infrastructures – whether they be internally owned or managed by third
parties – companies of all sizes can dramatically reduce their capital and operating
expenses, maintain control over service levels, and enjoy a great deal of choice. Customers
who have deployed 3PAR Utility Storage in conjunction with VMware software regularly cite
enhanced efficiency, flexibility, and ROI amongst the chief benefits.
“With 3PAR and VMware, we have built a virtualised environment that has streamlined our
operations while increasing the agility of our infrastructure,” said Tom Ackerson, Systems
Administrator at Martin’s Point Health Care. “3PAR’s certification with VMware vSphere 4
means that we can continue to maximise the efficiency of our mission-critical infrastructure
while maintaining complete confidence that our 3PAR arrays and VMware servers will work
seamlessly together.”
As evidence of the close, customer-oriented relationship between the two companies, 3PAR
has worked with VMware on its new adaptive queue depth algorithm. Developed in response
to direct customer feedback, this feature—available today in VMware ESX 3.5 Update 4 and
to be included in VMware vSphere 4—dynamically adjusts the LUN queue depth in the
VMkernel I/O stack to minimise the impact of I/O congestion detected by the 3PAR InServ®
Storage Server. As a result, organisations can increase the number of virtual machines and
add higher performing applications to their ESX servers when attached to 3PAR arrays.
Some of the other highlights of VMware vSphere 4 will include VMware’s enhanced Storage
VMotion™ and virtual disk thin provisioning. VMware Storage VMotion™ can be
administered through VMware vCenter™ Server to simplify the process of migrating virtual
machine disks from legacy storage arrays to 3PAR InServ arrays with little or no disruption or
downtime. As a thin provisioning pioneer, 3PAR is excited that VMware is promoting the

enormous benefits of thin provisioning through its new software-enabled thin provisioning
capabilities. VMware’s offering complements the range of 3PAR enterprise-class, softwareand hardware-based thin technologies—including 3PAR Thin Provisioning software and the
3PAR Gen3 ASIC with Thin Built In™—that have enabled 3PAR’s enterprise-class
customers to reduce their total cost of data by up to 50%.
“Highly virtualised storage is the perfect complement to VMware’s flexibility and ROI,” said
Benjamin S. Woo, IDC Vice President, Enterprise Storage Systems. “Datacentres that are
currently using or planning to use VMware vSphere 4 should consider the combined benefits
of deploying 3PAR's utility storage systems to support their virtualised server environment."
“With VMware vSphere 4, we are embarking upon a whole new level of business value that
will enable IT departments to focus on innovation and rapid responsiveness to changing
business demands,” said Para Patel, vice president, alliances at VMware. “Through our
collaboration with 3PAR, VMware vSphere 4 will be able to leverage the built-in capabilities
of the InServ Storage Server to enable customers to realise the vision of IT as a Service and
to realise incredible levels of efficiency, control and choice.”
“3PAR’s leadership in supporting VMware’s adaptive queue depth algorithm and qualification
with VMware vSphere 4 are solid examples of 3PAR's continued innovation and collaboration
with VMware,” said David Scott, President and CEO of 3PAR. “At a time when every
organisation is looking to do more with less, we are committed to enabling joint 3PAR and
VMware customers to push the boundaries of what server and storage virtualisation can do
for their datacentres.”
Additional Information
Certification of 3PAR InServ Storage Servers is based on the VMware Storage Certification
Program, which is available to VMware Technology Alliance Partners. 3PAR Utility Storage
has been certified with VMware’s core server virtualisation technology since VMware ESX
2.5. 3PAR is a premier VMware Technology Alliance Partner.
About 3PAR
3PAR® (NYSE: PAR) is the leading global provider of utility storage, a category of highly
virtualized, tightly clustered, and dynamically tiered storage arrays built for utility computing.
Organisations use utility computing to build cost-effective virtualised IT infrastructures for
flexible workload consolidation. 3PAR Utility Storage gives customers an alternative to
traditional arrays by delivering resilient infrastructure with increased agility at a lower total
cost to meet their rapidly changing business needs. As a pioneer of thin provisioning--a
green technology developed to address storage underutilisation and inefficiencies--3PAR
offers products designed to minimise power consumption and promote environmental
responsibility. With 3PAR, customers have reduced the costs of allocated storage capacity,
administration, and SAN infrastructure while increasing adaptability and resiliency. 3PAR
Utility Storage is built to meet the demands of open systems consolidation, integrated data
lifecycle management, and performance-intensive applications. For more information, visit
the 3PAR Website at: www.3PAR.com.
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